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At the start of the pandemic last year, our Temple transformed almost seamlessly 
and almost overnight from a community that gathers physically to a community that 
meets only virtually. We regularly came together to pray, learn, meditate, mourn, and 
rejoice. We didn’t skip a beat and actually added to our adult education offerings.

We discovered the many wonders of offering classes in a virtual setting. With the 
benefit of Zoom technology, we brought in speakers from as far away as Tbilisi, 
Georgia, and Israel, and tapped into the well of knowledge from speakers in our own 
community. Regular attendees joined from England, South Africa, Europe, and all 
over the United States. We learned from each other and reveled in the learning that 
different perspectives offered. Our monthly Kiddush Conversations revealed new 
stories of our fellow congregants – recent and veteran - as we learned about family, 
career, hobbies, and history.

As we begin the year 5782, we are elated to be ‘returning’ to our synagogue building 
for in-person gatherings. Hashivenu V’Nashuva!  With our return, we hope to take 
the best of what we learned last year, while creating opportunities for us to gather 
in person. We have scheduled programs with speakers from all over the world and 
hope to continue providing learning opportunities for those who live outside our 
general area. While a few programs may be offered only in-person, we plan to offer 
the vast majority of our programs via Zoom, or in-person with a Zoom component 
for those who prefer to or can only participate remotely.

We will be learning as we go and ask for your patience and your feedback along the 
way. Please make sure to read ‘ComingUp@Aliyah’ and ‘The Sunday Scoop’ for the 
latest information on dates, times, and venues. Also be sure to share your views and 
suggestions about current and future programming with me and others involved 
with Adult Education at Temple Aliyah.

In a community as involved as ours, it is challenging to acknowledge everyone’s 
contribution to our programming efforts. As always, a special thanks to the 
committees whose programs appear in this booklet. And a special Todah Rabbah to 
Rabbi Perkins, Cantor Gloth, Kayla Reisman (Director of Congregational Learning 
and Engagement), and Melissa Rudman (Executive Director) and her staff. The 
Adult Education Committee (Aviva Jezer, Ricki Nickel and Michele Wolfman) helped 
shape close to fifty disparate programs into this year’s Adult Learning and Spiritual 
Practices Opportunities Booklet. We are a great team!

I hope that each of you spends some enjoyable time browsing this catalog and that 
you come to at least one - and hopefully many - classes that interest you.

Best wishes for a healthy and sweet 5782! 

B’Shalom,
Susan Kesner, Adult Education Committee Chair

Hashivenu V’Nashuva: Return Us, and We Will Return
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HIGH HOLIDAYS

A High Holiday Meditation Service
Second Day of Rosh Hashanah, Wednesday, September 8 / 8:15 to 9 am 
Naomi Litrownik, LICSW

Start the second day of Rosh Hashanah with a Meditation Service led by Naomi 
Litrownik. This service gives you an alternative means of connecting spiritually 
with the themes of the High Holidays. The service is similar to the monthly Shabbat 
morning meditation group. All are welcome, no prior experience necessary!  If you 
have any questions or need more information, please contact Naomi for Zoom 
instructions specific to this service at Naomi.Litrownikmsw@gmail.com.

The Vidui: High Holiday Confessional Prayers
Yom Kippur, Thursday, September 16 / 3:30 to 4:30 pm
David Bernat, PhD

Spend an hour before the Yom Kippur Mincha service examining the important 
Vidui, the High Holiday Confessional Prayers. Utilizing this year’s Temple-wide 
theme, “Hashivenu V’Nashuva,” Return Us, and We Will Return, David Bernat will 
lead a study session studying some of the Vidui, including Avinu Malkenu, “Our 
Father Our King,” Al Chet, “For the sin we have committed…,” and the acrostic 
Ashamnu, “We are guilty.”  Dive deeply into these prayers, their meaning and their 
resonance and also examine the historical and textual background of confession 
and confessional liturgies, from Ancient Mesopotamia, to the Tanakh, to the earliest 
prayer compilations in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Rabbinic writings.
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SHABBAT LEARNING AND 
SPIRITUAL PRACTICE OPPORTUNITIES

Shabbat Meditation
Shabbatot: October 2, November 6, December 4, January 8, February 5,  
March 5, April 2, May 7, June 4 / 9 to 10 am 
Naomi Litrownik, LICSW

Envision spending an hour during Shabbat morning on a spiritual journey that 
includes brief silent meditation, chanting, Torah reflection, and discussion about what 
really matters in our lives. Allow yourself to be fully present at this sacred time, Hineni. 
Let yourself take this journey monthly at Shabbat Meditation. Newcomers warmly 
welcome to this well- established group that has been meeting for over 15 years!   

POST KIDDUSH 
Pirkei Avot (Ethics of Our Ancestors)
Most Shabbatot except when a Kiddish Conversation is scheduled   
after Kiddush, following Shabbat services
Rabbi Carl Perkins

Join with fellow congregants and Rabbi Perkins to explore the ethical teachings and 
maxims of Pirkei Avot, which constitute our tradition’s core values and moral qualities. 
“If I am only for myself, who am I?”  “Meet every person with graciousness.”  “Do not 
judge your fellow until you have stood in his/her place.” These are just a taste of the 
wisdom found in Pirkei Avot. Generally studied during the period between Pesach and 
Shavuot, our congregation has extended the traditional time to study this tractate to 
virtually every Shabbat. No Hebrew knowledge or previous experience necessary!  

Kiddush Conversations
Shabbatot: September 25, October 23, December 18, January 15, February 26, 
March 12, May 28, and June 18 / After Kiddush, following Shabbat services
Conversations led by members of Temple Aliyah

Our congregation is filled with fascinating people with interesting stories to share. 
At Kiddush Conversations, Temple Aliyah members draw upon their areas of 
expertise, life experiences, or interests to lead a Conversation. These Conversations 
provide us with opportunities to learn from and about each other in a relaxed 
environment. Enhance your enjoyment of Shabbat by joining the Conversation!

Shabbat, September 25
Kayla Reisman, Director of Congregational Learning and Engagement, Presenter

Hashivenu V’Nashuva: Return Us, and We Will Return. The Hebrew word shuv 
(meaning “to return”) can be found in the High Holiday themes of teshuva (repentance), 
tefillah, tzedakah. Hashivenu, (return us) comes from Lamentations, which we read 
on Tisha B’Av over the summer. Join Kayla Reisman in this Kiddish Conversation to 
discuss this year’s Temple-wide theme of “Hashivenu V’Nashuva: Return Us and 
We Will Return,” including how it relates our personal returns to our new normal 
after a year disrupted by the coronavirus and to the holiday of Sukkot. 
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Shabbat, October 23
Fred Ledley, Presenter

At the Intersection of Science and Spirituality. Come hear about Fred’s Jewish 
journey from growing up in a culturally Jewish, but anti-religious, home to becoming 
a member of our conservative synagogue. Hear about how Fred became a Bar 
Mitzvah at age 31, jointly with his wife, Tamara, and how Jewish music impacts his 
identity. A scientist by trade, Fred has an abiding interest in the intersection of 
spirituality and science, which informs his understanding of Judaism. Learn about 
how Fred’s journey has been guided by rabbis, teachers, friends, family, and by his 
overwhelming sense of radical amazement and wonder at the world around us.

Shabbat, December 18
Ethan Fener, Presenter

What’s a Nice Jewish Boy Doing in a Place Like This?  After almost three years 
building health information systems in the United States, Ethan joined Harvard 
Medical School’s consulting arm in 2007 for a two-year commitment in Dubai, 
United Arab Emirates. Ethan will explore the challenges of living alone overseas and 
nine time zones away, being Jewish in an Arab culture, and the parallels of growing 
up in a small Catholic community. 

Shabbat, January 15
Rebecca Waber, Presenter

To the Midwest and Back Again. Moving from a largely Jewish Long Island town to 
Indiana at the age of 13 represented major culture shock for Rebecca Waber. Religion 
in particular became a focus area as she adapted to becoming a religious and cultural 
minority. Through her experiences in Indiana, Rebecca began to learn about the power 
of activism. Later, living in Needham, Rebecca’s activism resurfaced as an education 
and political advocate related to her family’s experience with autism. One theme that 
runs through both of her experiences is the value in leaning into one’s differences and 
finding community in what sets you apart. Come learn about Rebecca’s journey in 
“finding” herself, along with the themes of political activism and culture shock. 

Shabbat, February 26
Jenny Lipman, MD, Presenter

An Emotional Career: While many attend Medical School for the most altruistic reasons, 
Jenny Lipman’s medical career took an unusual turn. After completing a Fellowship at 
Boston University in Forensic Pathology, Jenny spent the next six years working as a 
forensic pathologist for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Forensic pathology is 
not all about grisly murders! Jenny will talk about her experiences ranging from crime 
solving to managing emotional family reunions. Join us to hear the stories of a real 
forensic pathologist to see how they compare with their TV counterparts.
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Shabbat, March 12
Izzy Nickel, Presenter

Building A More Peaceful Future in the Israeli-Palestinian Region: Innovative Approaches. 
Three years ago, when Izzy Nickel was a senior at Brandeis University, she joined 
the team of Our Generation Speaks (OGS), a Boston-based incubator and ‘people 
accelerator’ where Palestinian and Israeli entrepreneurs build trust through the 
creation of startups. She continued as a permanent staff member, helping 30 Israeli 
and Palestinian fellows build trust through the creation of startups.  Having visited 
the Palestinian and Israeli region many times during her time with OGS, Izzy has 
watched how this growing cross-border community of more than 100 entrepreneurial 
leaders enhances prosperity and bridges the physical and emotional barriers of the 
Israeli-Palestinian divide. Come hear about OGS and Izzy’s experiences working with 
this unique community of OGS fellows and alumni. 

Shabbat, May 28
David Eisenberg, Presenter

My Zionist Journey: 1967 to the Present. David Eisenberg’s “Zionist Journey” began 
in 1967, with the Six Day War marking his first awareness of Israel, the Holocaust, 
and the frightening challenges the Jewish people have faced. Other milestones 
include watching an Israeli college friend being called back to Israel to fight in 
the Yom Kippur War and his first trip to Israel where he felt as if he were “coming 
home.”  Fervently hoping for peace to come to Israel and the region, David will share 
how his journey evolved from the role of an observer to active fundraiser for Israeli 
causes, including cycling in Israel to benefit the cross-border peacebuilding and 
environmental leadership work of the Arava Institute for Environmental Studies, 
serving on the New England Board of Jewish National Fund, and helping lead 
Temple Aliyah’s annual Israel appeal. David has visited the State of Israel well over 
20 times and looks forward to visiting for many years to come. 

Shabbat, June 18
Rabbi William Kaufman, Presenter

Maimonides' Perplexity and Ours. Moses Maimonides, born Moses Ben Maimon 
(1135-1204) and also known by the acronym “Rambam”, was one of the greatest 
Jewish thinkers of all time. He wrote his major philosophical work, The Guide for the 
Perplexed, for his star pupil who was perplexed by the anthropomorphisms, or the 
attribution of human characteristics to God, in the Torah. This is indeed one of OUR 
modern perplexities today. We run into theological problems when we think of God 
as a magnified human being. How did Maimonides address this perplexity, and might 
his philosophical approach help us today? Rabbi Kaufman explores Maimonides' 
examination of these difficult questions and its impact on our belief systems. 
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FULL YEAR LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES
(Starting in September and extending into June)

A Taste of Daf Yomi - The Daily Study of a Page of Talmud
Most Monday mornings / 8 to 8:45 am (Zoom only)
Rabbi Carl Perkins

Daf Yomi, Hebrew for ‘page of the day,’ refers to a daily regimen in which each of the 
2,711 pages of Talmud are studied in numerical order. For over 18 months, beginning 
In January of 2020, Rabbi Perkins began studying a page of Talmud a day each day 
and in so doing, joined hundreds of thousands of other scholars who do the same. 
Following a prescribed schedule, participants are able to complete the study of 
the entire Talmud in approximately seven years. Join with Rabbi Perkins and fellow 
congregants at 8:00 am each Monday morning to study and discuss a highlight from 
one of the previous week’s Daf Yomi pages. Relevant reading materials provided and 
no advanced preparation required. 

Lunchtime Learning: Torah on Two Feet
Fridays, October 1, November 5, November 19, December 3, January 21, February 
4, March 4, March 25, April 8, May 13 / 12 noon to 12:45 pm (Zoom only) 
Eitan Bloostein

Take a deep dive into the week’s Torah portion and explore ways that the Torah 
relates to our lives today. In this discussion, we will look at the parashah from a 
literary and spiritual perspective and explore its relation to the Jewish calendar 
and holidays. Start your Shabbat right, bring a lunch to your computer, and meet 
virtually on Fridays from noon to 12:45 on Zoom. No Hebrew or prior experience 
required. Come to any or all sessions. Please note the new time!

Rosh Chodesh Women’s Study Group
Mondays, September 13, October 4, November 1, December 6, January 3, February 
7, March 7, April 4, May 2, and June 13 / 7:15 to 9 pm
Led by Members of the Study Group

Join the women of Temple Aliyah in learning and socializing at this monthly group 
meeting. This year Sisterhood’s Rosh Chodesh Women’s Study Group will explore 
how Torah and Talmud apply to women’s issues in contemporary life. Members of 
the group take turns leading the discussion, though there is no obligation to do 
so. This year’s books will include Chapters of the Heart: Jewish Women Sharing 
the Torah of Our Lives, edited by Sue Levi Elwell and Nancy Fuchs Kreimer, which 
compiles essays by 20 women in which they share personal experiences through a 
Jewish lens, and Dr. Ruth Calderon’s A Bride for One Night: Talmudic Tales, which 
rewrites Talmudic tales to give them a contemporary spin. Both books are available 
on Amazon or in local Bookstores or at the local library. Discussions are in English 
and no prior knowledge of the topics discussed is necessary. For more information 
contact Lori Resnick at resnicks@comcast.net.
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Sisterhood Book Group (Open to all)
Wednesday evenings, October 20, December 1, February 9, and April 27 / 
7:45 to 9 pm
Judy Dein, Ellen Baker and Carol Macey, Committee Co-Chairs

All are welcome at the Sisterhood Book Club! Books are selected by the members, 
and everyone has the option (but not the obligation) to lead a group. The group meets 
four times a year for lively and interesting discussions. Meet new people! Spend time 
with friends! And, of course, share your thoughts and interests in discussion.  
No advance sign-up necessary and you can come to one or all of the discussions.  
Books will be announced well in advance of each discussion in ComingUp@Aliyah.  
For further information, contact Sisterhood at sisterhood@templealiyah.com

Israeli Movie Night 
Sundays, October 3, December 19, February 13, April 24 / 7 to 9 pm 

Israeli movies are interesting, provocative, and vibrant. Come to Israeli movie night 
and enjoy Israeli movies with your fellow Temple Aliyah members. No Hebrew 
necessary! Following the screening, join other movie viewers to schmooze and 
maybe even discuss themes of the film. Look for more details in ComingUp@Aliyah. 
Co-sponsored by Kesher Committee and Staying Connected. 

Cook and Kibbitz! 
Sundays, December 12, January 9, and February 13 / 3:30 to 5 pm

Join Hesed committee at any one of its three "cook-alongs". Celebrate tastes that 
will bring back memories, spark stories, and teach you how to prepare some delicious 
meals to eat at home. Whether in person (hopefully!) or via zoom, come have fun, and 
be engaged with other members of your community. Perhaps even learn some new 
recipes along the way! Cook and Kibbitz! is open to singles, couples, and families who 
may be in need of some new culinary inspiration and companionship.
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— FIRST SESSION—
FALL AND EARLY WINTER PROGRAMS

Arabic As a Cultural Bridge: Getting to Know Arab-Israeli Citizens 
A Class About Israeli Society
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday October 5, 6, 7 / 12 noon to 1:30 pm (Zoom only) 
May Arow, Director of Language Programs, The Abraham Initiatives

How well do you know your neighbors?  How well do Jewish Israelis know their 
Arab Israeli neighbors?  Using basic Arabic as an entry point, this three- part series 
introduces participants to Arab Israeli culture and society. The class is based on the 
introductory Arabic courses that May Arrow teaches to Israeli newsrooms, mayors 
and city council members, academic staff, university campuses, and other key Israeli 
institutions. May was raised in a small Arab Israeli village and her teaching style 
blends basic language instruction with storytelling on topics ranging from living in 
small villages, coffee preparation, and matters of etiquette. Participants will learn 
enough Arabic vocabulary to break the ice at the shuk and to gain a perspective of 
Arab Israeli society.

The Foundations of Judaism: Faith, Peoplehood, Practice, and Ethics
Tuesdays, October 12, 19, and 26, November 2,9, 16, and 23 / 7:45 to 9:15 pm
(repeated depending upon enrollment Thursdays, October 14, 21 and 28, 
November 4 and 18) / 10:30 to 11:45 am
Rabbi Carl Perkins

What are the foundations of Judaism? Many of us would probably identify religious 
faith as a central foundation. Judaism is, after all, a religion, right?  And it’s common 
to say that believing in one G-d is a Jewish foundational belief. Other foundational 
beliefs may also come to mind. Curiously, even doubt plays a role in the foundation 
of Judaism. And argument -- even arguing with God – has an important part. In 
this class, Rabbi Perkins will share portions from a curriculum developed by The 
Hartman Institute designed to highlight how Jewish peoplehood, practice and 
ethics -- along with faith -- form the underpinnings or ‘foundations’ of Judaism. 
Based in Israel, the Hartman Institute is a Jewish educational center where Rabbi 
Perkins has both studied and in 2006 served as a Senior Rabbinic Fellow. This 
course is appropriate for all interested in adult Jewish study, whether or not they 
are experienced in this realm. In addition to primary and secondary texts (all of 
which will be available in English translation) the course materials will include 
videos and podcasts.
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Hashivenu: The Roots, History, and Conceptual Framework of 
Modern Zionism 101:  Part 1
Sunday, October 17 / 10 to 11:30 am
David Bernat, PhD

This year’s Temple wide theme, Hashivenu Venashuvah, “Return Us, and We Will 
Return,” is taken from the final verses of the Biblical work, Eichah Lamentations. 
In context, the phrase signifies a plea to be returned to God’s graces and to the 
Promised Land of Israel, and that Jerusalem, Israel’s holy city and capital, be rebuilt 
and granted peace. It is an expression of what we now term “Zionism.” In light of this 
poignant theme, and against the background of current events and heated rhetoric 
around Israel as a Jewish State, this class examines the roots and history of modern 
Zionism; how Jews do and have articulated our special claim to, and relationship 
with, the Land and State of Israel. This program serves as a Zionist primer and will be 
explored in two parts that are connected but can be attended as stand-alone classes.

Part 1 will delve into the beginnings of modern Zionism in the nineteenth century, 
which lead to the first Zionist Congress in 1897 and Israel’s Independence in 
1948. The class will examine the catalysts and formative events, such as the 
Enlightenment and corresponding Jewish Haskalah movements, moments of 
antisemitic persecution, including pogroms and the Dreyfus Affair, along with 
World War I and European Colonialism in the Levant. The class will also delve into 
major figures and their philosophies, such as Theodor Herzl, Ahad Haam, Ze’ev 
Jabotinsky, Rav Kook, and David Ben Gurion, Israel’s first prime minister. 

Helping Our Teens Get Back on Track Post-COVID
Sunday, October 17 / 7 to 8:30 pm
Katrina Martyn, M.A., High School Guidance Counselor
Sara Shine, LICSW, Director of Needham Youth & Family Services

We have all been deeply affected by living through the pandemic, unprecedented in 
our lifetimes. Those who have high school and middle school children know firsthand 
how painful this time has been for their children and are often left wondering what 
they can do to help ease their children’s transition back to life post-pandemic.  
This program will focus on ways to help teens get back on track with their lives.  
Sponsored by Temple Aliyah’s Mental Health Initiative.

Dilemmas of Educational Ethics: An Interactive Case Study Discussion
Thursday, October 21 / 7:45 to 9:15 pm
Meira Levinson, PhD, Professor of Education, Harvard Graduate School of Education
Many students, teachers, school and district leaders, parents, and policy makers 
agree about the importance of educational equity and social justice -- but they 
(we!) often disagree equally passionately about what those mean in practice. Do we 
advance educational equity better by funding more school counselors or expanded 
access to AP courses? Is it more just to assess students' learning losses during 
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COVID-related school closures in order to create a remediation plan, or to ban testing 
and assume that a richly developed curriculum will help all children make progress? 
If we condemn the Iowa state legislature's interference in K-12 teaching by passing 
an anti-Critical Race Theory law, how can we celebrate the Massachusetts state 
legislature for passing a law requiring students to take civic action? 

As parents, how should we think about our own responsibilities when we decide 
whether to send our children to public or private school, to hire a math tutor or 
college prep coach, or to speak to the principal about changing their child’s class 
assignment to a better teacher? This session will explore dilemmas of educational 
ethics by diving into an interactive case study discussion and will conclude by 
drawing connections to our own lives and to social justice more broadly.  
Sponsored by Social Action Committee, this program is one of the many lectures 
presented as part of the Social Action Committee’s Social Justice Lecture Series. 

Charlottesville 2017 – Confronting Hatred
Sunday, November 7 / 7:00 to 8:30 pm
Rabbis Thomas Guntherz and Carl Perkins

In August 2017, white supremacists rallied in Charlottesville, chanting racist and 
antisemitic slogans, carrying weapons, and displaying Nazi and Neo-Nazi symbols. 
Congregation Beth Israel is the only synagogue in Charlottesville, VA and its 
140-year-old Sanctuary is flanked by the two Confederate statues that sparked 
the riots and continue as flash points between far right and far left supporters in 
Virginia. Come listen to a conversation between Beth Israel’s Rabbi Tom Gutherz 
and our own Rabbi Perkins as they discuss how the white supremacy rally in 
Charlottesville affected this congregation. 

Joan Roth, Photographer of Women in Disappearing Jewish 
Communities Around the World
Wednesday, November 10 / 7:45 to 9 p.m. (Zoom only)
Joan Roth in conversation with Sue Kesner

Award winning, internationally renowned photographer Joan Roth is described as 
a “biographer, a commentator on society and a poet.” Her camera and the visual 
images produced are her story. View some of Joan’s photographs and learn the 
stories behind them – of Ethiopian Jewish Abeba nursing her fifth child, the women 
potters of Ethiopia working in their mud homes, and the two wives in a Yemenite 
household awaiting the return of their shared husband ... along with photos of 
women from Morocco, Cochin, and Bukhara performing time honored Jewish rituals. 
Hear the stories of how Joan managed to meet these women and communicate 
with no common language, in places where foreigners are regarded with fascination 
and fear. As a bonus, Joan will share some photos of early heroines of the Women’s 
Movement including Bella Abzug, Betty Friedan, and Gloria Steinem. 
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Hashivenu: The Roots, History, and Conceptual Framework of 
Modern Zionism 101, Part 2
Sunday, November 14 / 10 to 11:30 am
David Bernat, PhD

Part 2 of this class will tackle the various ways that Jews have voiced a special claim 
and attachment to the land of Israel since our ancient inception as a people, and the 
extent to which these claims resonate today. Do you believe in Divine Promise and 
the Biblical Covenant or do you believe that Jews have a claim to the land based upon 
legitimate conquest or international law?  Are Jews indigenous to the territory that 
comprises modern Israel and what is the nature of the evidence? These questions 
and more will be discovered and discussed. This class is the second of a two-session 
series but can be attended as a stand-alone class.
 
Helping Kids Cope with Cancer (In Israel):  Jeremy’s Circle
Sunday, November 21 / 10 to 11:30 am  

When cancer strikes an individual, it also strikes the entire family – and it strikes 
hard. Jeremy's Circle is a supportive community for children and teens coping with 
cancer or cancer loss in their families. Supporting over 700 families nationwide, 
Jeremy’s Circle provides programs throughout Israel, including a series of family 
fun-days and teen-only activities during school vacations. Jeremy’s Circle shows 
the kids that they are not alone, and gives them space to have fun with others 
in similar circumstances. Come learn about Jeremy’s Circle and its wide-ranging 
efforts to help kids cope with cancer. This lecture is sponsored by Kesher as part of 
its Israel lecture series. Kesher proudly donates to this organization, using funds it 
collects at the annual Kesher appeal.

The Times They Are A-Changin'... 
Trends & Innovations in Jewish Music
Tuesdays, December 7 and 14 / 7:45 to 9:15 pm 
Cantor Jamie Gloth

As far back as the 16th century, Jewish music has adapted and transformed to 
changing musical interests and tastes. Today is no different. The emergence of 
technology has accelerated the process of change by providing easy access to 
platforms for unique personal expressions and participation. This two-part class 
will look at music created in Jewish summer camps, youth groups, experimental 
congregations, concert venues, and new forms of media, showing the dynamic and 
evolving developments of Jewish music today.
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— SECOND SESSION— 
EARLY WINTER AND SPRING PROGRAMS

A Congregant’s Journey: Neurodiversity Appreciation -  
Perspectives from a Mom, a Tween, and a Young Adult
Sunday, January 9 / 7 to 8:30 pm
Rebecca Waber, Jane Waber, and Reuben Baron

Come to this third program of Temple Aliyah’s Mental Health Initiative series entitled 
“Congregant’s Journey” and hear the journeys of three congregants with different 
experiences of neurodiversity: Rebecca Waber, a mother of an autistic child; Jane, 
her child; and Reuben Baron, an autistic young adult. Neurodiversity is the concept 
that brains process information in a variety of ways, often reflected in how people 
behave and relate to others. Neurodiversity views autism, ADHD, and many other 
experiences as examples of different ways that brains process. Neurodiversity brings 
with it both unique strengths and challenges and appreciating neurodiversity means 
valuing those strengths. For example, Greta Thunberg calls autism her superpower 
for the way it lets her command the facts of climate change and feel comfortable 
speaking truth to power. Whether you are interested in hearing from someone with 
a similar experience to yours or you are a parent, relative, neighbor, co-worker, or 
friend of someone with a neurodivergent operating system, this program will be of 
interest to you! Sponsored by Temple Aliyah’s Mental Health Initiative

Healing Children Through Love: A Talk By a Dedicated Volunteer at 
The Ahava Village For Children and Youth 
Sunday, January 16 / 10 to 11:30 am
Raanan Gal

The Ahava Village for Children and Youth is a residential center that provides 
loving on-site homes for children ages 6 to 18 who have been removed from their 
homes due to trauma and dysfunction. The Village strives to provide a safe “home” 
environment, complete with caring parents, and often gives them their first sense of 
community. Along with his wife Chana, Raanan Gal has been a dedicated volunteer 
and supporter of Ahava for many years. Following the airing of a short video clip 
describing the fascinating and historical background of Ahava (it was founded 
in 1922 by Jews in Berlin), Raanan will talk about the present-day purposes and 
workings of Ahava. This lecture is sponsored by Kesher as part of its Israel lecture 
series. Kesher proudly donates to this organization, using funds it collects at the 
annual Kesher appeal.
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The Death Penalty in the United States
Sunday, January 30 / 10 to 11:30 am
Lucy Kissel, JD

Did you know that for every nine people executed in the United States, one person on 
death row has been exonerated?  And that the death penalty is disproportionately 
imposed on the most vulnerable in our society?  America’s use of the death penalty 
makes this country an outlier among our closest allies and other democracies. 
Capital punishment sits at the intersection of some of the most urgent issues this 
country faces, including racism, poverty, and marginalization. This talk will focus on 
our use of the death penalty, its history, and the prospect of abolition. Sponsored by 
the Social Action Committee, this program is one of the many lectures presented as 
part of the Social Action Committee’s Social Justice Lecture Series. 

Temple Aliyah Shabbaton with Guest Scholar Rabbi Josh Warshawsky
Friday, Shabbat and Sunday, February 4 through 6

Mark your calendar for Shabbaton Weekend! Our guest scholar, Rabbi Josh 
Warshawsky, is a musical artist, musician, composer of new liturgical melodies, and 
lifelong meaning seeker. Rabbi Warshawsky, who was ordained at the Ziegler School 
of Rabbinic Studies in Los Angeles, seeks to build intentional prayer communities and 
tours nationally to share his original music and teachings on prayer. Warshawsky has 
released three Jewish music albums with melodies composed intentionally to express 
the deep meaning of the words of our tradition. The weekend will culminate with a 
Saturday night concert featuring Rabbi Warshawsky and his band. Keep an eye on 
ComingUp@Aliyah for more details on this not-to-be missed weekend.

The Spirituality of Laughter
Thursday, February 10 / 7:45 to 9:00 pm (Zoom only)
Rabbi Bob Alper

Who would NOT come to a program that guarantees two genuine belly laughs per 
minute? Mark your calendar for comedian and Rabbi Bob Alper’s ‘The Spirituality of 
Laughter’ routine – part informal sermon and part stand-up routine. The program 
explores humor in ancient and modern Jewish tradition and considers why laughter 
has been such an integral part of Jewish culture. Bob Alper’s routines have played 
across the United States and Canada to rave reviews, including critics describing 
his show an engaging and inspiring event.
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Sisterhood Shabbat
Shabbat, February 12 / 9:15 am 

Join the congregation at Sisterhood Shabbat, where the women of Temple Aliyah 
lead the services, chant from the Torah, and conduct all prayers. A guest speaker 
will deliver a d’var Torah. As always, services will conclude with a festive Kiddush. 
Look for details in ComingUp@Aliyah, Sisterhood’s monthly eblast, or contact 
Sisterhood at sisterhood@templealiyah.com to get involved with organizing, 
participating, or preparing kiddush.

Shtisel: A Dialog in Jewish and World Culture
Sundays, February 13 and February 20 / 10 to 11:30 am (Zoom only)
Rabbi Jeffrey Saks

The third season of the incredibly popular Israeli TV show “Shtisel” arrived on 
Netflix and has captured the hearts of viewers around the world. It seems that 
religious and secular, Jew and Gentile, are all captivated with Shtisel’s depiction of 
this Ultra-Orthodox Jerusalem family. How can we understand this phenomenon? 
How is the show in dialogue with Jewish and World culture? One aspect that 
has gone largely overlooked is the show’s transactions with other classics. From 
Talmud to Tolstoy, from Agnon to Bashevis-Singer, these references often appear 
just off-screen, helping to shape the show’s themes and motives, which include art, 
creativity and religion; nostalgia and longing; the power of the past on the present. 
This two-part class will show clips from the show (with subtitles) and analyze the 
show as if it were a page of Talmud. Nu, nu, join us for a discussion! Note: This 
class is taught over two sessions but it is not required that you attend both. No 
knowledge of Hebrew (or Yiddish!) is required. This class is sponsored by the Jillian 
Segal Memorial Fund.

Wine Gladdens the Heart: A Tasting and Educational Journey 
Wednesday, February 16 / 7:45 to 9:15 pm
David Bernat, PhD

This is an evening event not to be missed! Immersing participants in the art and 
science of wine appreciation, this class will offer all the opportunity to taste and 
learn about five top quality kosher wines from around the globe, both as a wine 
tasting experience and as a means to understanding the broader Jewish history 
and culture of the region where the wine is made. Samplings will include, among 
others, a California wine along with a discussion of how Jews found their way to the 
Western United States and a wine from Catalonia, along with a review of the history 
of the Iberian Sephardic communities from the Golden Age to the Inquisition, to 
the resurgence of Spanish Jewry today. All five wine tastings will be paired with an 
appropriate light snack. 
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Return of the Dybbuk: How a Revolutionary Jew Popularized 
Yiddish Folk Stories
Sunday, February 27 / 10:00-11:30 am
Andrew Brandel, PhD

Shloyme Rapoport, known more commonly as S. An-ski, was an influential Yiddish 
writer and revolutionary, best known today for his play Der dibek: Tsvishn tsvey 
veltn (“The Dybbuk: Between Two Worlds”). A committed socialist activist and 
publisher in his youth, An-Ski became a popular authority on Jewish culture 
throughout Russia after the first revolution in 1905. An-ski felt that Jewish peasants 
were the key to building a more just society and led a series of expeditions to the 
Pale of the Settlement in hopes of raising their political consciousness. But the time 
he spent with ordinary Jews also convinced him of the importance of preserving 
not just Jewish writings, but also oral histories and folklore from living sources. 
One of the first modern ethnographers to study Jewish folk tales, An-Ski’s research 
became the basis of popular plays and poetry that continue to influence theatre 
and popular culture throughout the Jewish world. Join Harvard anthropologist Dr. 
Brandel to learn about An-Ski and his impact on Jewish anthropology.

So, What is an FIDF Impact Scholar Anyway?  
Sunday, March 6 / 10 to 11:30 am

Friends of the Israel Defense Force Scholarships are given to former combat 
soldiers from low socio-economic backgrounds, enabling them to aff ord a higher 
education. This four- year scholarship covers soldiers’ living expenses while they 
study, and also gives them direct contact with their United States sponsors. Learn 
about this program from a recent recipient and learn about a combat soldier’s 
experience, required social service, and life as a university student in Israel. 
This lecture is sponsored by Kesher as part of its Israel lecture series. Kesher proudly 
donates to this program, using funds it collects at the annual Kesher appeal.

Torah Fund Brunch 
Sunday, March 20 / 11 am to 1 pm

Sisterhood’s annual potluck brunch raises funds in support of the Women’s League 
for Conservative Judaism’s Torah Fund Campaign. Come hear an outside speaker 
discuss current events. Keep an eye out for details in ComingUp@Aliyah or 
Sisterhood’s monthly eblast!
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A Tutorial On How To Become A Hit At Cocktail Parties:  
Immigration Fact or Fiction
Sunday, March 27 / 2 to 3:30 pm
Gerry Rovner

In the past four years, immigration became an increasingly politicized issue, 
with many Executive Orders changing long established immigration protocols 
and regulations. Recently, President Joe Biden has begun to vacate many of the 
Executive Orders imposed by the former administration, altering the landscape 
for immigrants and future immigrants almost daily. From addressing the “remain 
in Mexico” program while asylum cases are pending, to replacing prosecutors and 
military lawyers with experienced immigration lawyers in the Immigration Court, the 
recent about-faces have yielded tremendous and impactful change in the sphere 
of immigration law. Where does immigration stand today? How does one qualify for 
asylum? Are immigrants a benefit or burden to our country?  What is required for an 
employer to hire a foreign national? Should ICE be disbanded?  This factual program 
will leave plenty of time for entertaining questions in a nonjudgmental setting. 
Sponsored by Social Action Committee, this program one of the many lectures 
presented as part of the Social Action Committee’s Social Justice Lecture Series. 

Intergenerational Transmission of Trauma: The Holocaust and Its 
Psychological Impact on Subsequent Generations
Sunday, April 3 / 7 to 8:30 pm
Carol Laibson, LICSW

How does trauma from a parent get transmitted to a child? How does trauma from 
one generation get passed down to the next generation? What impact does this 
trauma have on subsequent generations? The Jewish people, like many populations, 
have been impacted by their history of devastating and widespread trauma. Is this 
impact genetic or psychological or both? How do we as individuals and as a people 
cope with the consequence? Whether you are the child of a Holocaust survivor or 
a member of the community who has felt the reverberations, please join us as our 
speaker helps us understand the impact of the Holocaust on current generations of 
Jewish people, and how we can cope with the often- hidden impact. Sponsored by 
Temple Aliyah’s Mental Health Initiative.

An Orthodox Female F-16 Pilots’ Journey  
Sunday, April 10 / 10 to 11:30 am

Preview a documentary about Tamar, one of two female F-16 Israeli pilots who 
visited Temple Aliyah seven years ago and who was killed by an avalanche in Nepal 
trying to help others. Tamar was the first orthodox female to enter the Air Force 
pilot academy. After the movie’s showing, Tamar’s parents will talk about Tamar 
and her interesting journey. This lecture is sponsored by Kesher as part of its Israel 
lecture series.
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The Times They Are A-Changin'...
Innovators & Influencers in Jewish Music
Tuesdays, May 3 and 10 / 7:45 to 9:15 pm
Cantor Jamie Gloth

In a continued exploration of major forces that influence change in Jewish Music, 
this class will look at individuals whose music takes up this legacy and today stand 
at the forefront of an increasingly diverse Jewish American musical scene. Through 
examination of the lives and musical contributions of various cutting edge Jewish 
musicians, this class will explore diff erent approaches to making new Jewish music. 
It will also explore the influence they have had on the direction of American Jewish 
music innovation.

On the Path to Tomorrow
Sunday, May 22 / 10 to 11:30 am

Bishivil Hamachar, meaning “On the Path to Tomorrow,” is an Israeli non-profit, 
volunteer-based organization established to assist veteran IDF combat soldiers 
cope with diff icult combat related memories and adapt back to civilian life. Utilizing 
group outdoor activities, trekking, and other physical activities, along with proven 
psychotherapeutic tools, Bishvil Hamachar helps former combat soldiers build 
resilience through the calm and power of nature in a supportive group. Come hear 
about this important organization that has helped so many. 
This lecture is sponsored by Kesher as part of its Israel lecture series. Kesher proudly 
donates to this organization, using funds it collects at the annual Kesher appeal.
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BIOGRAPHIES OF PRESENTERS

THE ABRAHAM INITIATIVES The Abraham Initiatives promotes  
Jewish-Arab partnership across all facets of Israeli society. The organization’s goal 
is to fulfill the promise of full and equal citizenship and complete equality of social 
and political rights for Israel’s Jewish and Arab citizens. Its leadership team reflects 
the values of the organization and is comprised of Jews and Arabs from across 
Israel, all with significant expertise in building Jewish-Arab relations. The United 
States office is run by Jimmy Taber, the North American Director. Jimmy worked for 
the New Israel Fund for several years and holds an M.B.A. from Brandeis University’s 
Heller School of Social Work.

RABBI BOB ALPER Rabbi Bob Alper was ordained as a rabbi at the Hebrew 
Union College and holds a Doctorate from the Princeton Theological Seminary. He 
served in congregations in both Buffalo and Philadelphia which he says “...naturally, 
prepared him for a successful career as a stand-up comic...”  Over the last 32 years, 
Bob has performed regularly at comedy clubs, concerts, and conventions throughout 
North America and Europe. Bob can be heard daily on Sirius/XM Satellite Radio, has 
authored three books, two CDs and a DVD, and has made frequent TV appearances.

MAY AROW May is the Director of The Abraham Initiatives' Language As a 
Cultural Bridge program. She develops and implements Arabic language courses as 
an entry point to Arab culture and society for influential groups of Israelis including 
Hebrew language media outlets, Israeli corporations, higher education staff, and city 
council members. May also played a key role in the development of The Abraham 
Initiatives’ Ya Salam Initiative, which trains and places Arab educators to teach 
spoken Arabic in Jewish schools and was adopted by the Ministry of Education in 
2017. Outside of The Abraham Initiatives, May is a published children’s book author, 
and has translated several others from English and Hebrew to Arabic. She also writes 
for Haaretz and regularly contributes op-eds that engage the Jewish public with 
Arab culture.

REUBEN BARON  Reuben (he/him) is the author of the webcomic  
Con Job: Revenge of the Samur Alchemist and a freelance journalist for CBR and 
JewishBoston.com. He regularly presents on panels about neurodiversity at the  
Arisia sci-fi convention.

PAMELA BECKER Originally from New York, Pamela has enjoyed a long 
career as a marketing executive for some of Israel's leading technology companies 
including WhizzCo, ironSource, and SafeCharge (acquired by Nuvei). After she was 
widowed with three small children in 2008, Pamela co-founded and remains the 
active chairperson of the Israeli charity, Jeremy's Circle, which supports children 
and teens coping with cancer or cancer loss in their families. She earned a BA 
in Writing Seminars from Johns Hopkins University and an MBA from Tel Aviv 
University. Her debut novel Memoirs of a False Messiah was published in 2019. 
Pamela lives with her husband and their five children in Tel Aviv.
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DAVID BERNAT, PhD  David earned a PhD in Biblical and Ancient Jewish 
Studies from Brandeis University and has held faculty positions at Wellesley College 
and the University of Massachusetts Amherst. David has published scholarly and 
popular publications in the area of Jewish ritual and also in the area of violence in 
Jewish text and tradition. David lectures widely on topics of Jewish interest and is 
a Me’ah Faculty veteran. Additionally, David has planned and led several Israel tours 
with an archaeological focus. A member of Temple Aliyah for many years, David 
regularly teaches Temple Aliyah programs.

EITAN BLOOSTEIN  Eitan is a lifelong member of Temple Aliyah and a product 
of the Boston Jewish community, having attended Solomon Schechter and Gann 
Academy. Eitan spent a year at Yeshivat Ma’aleh Gilboa studying Talmud, Tanach, and 
other Jewish texts before attending Tufts University, where he majored in Religion. 
In his junior year, Eitan studied theology at Pembroke College, Oxford University, 
including courses on First Century Judaism, systematic theology, and mysticism. After 
spending two years as the Director of Youth and Teen Engagement at Temple Aliyah, 
Eitan is now a first-year rabbinical student at the Jewish Theological Seminary. He is 
excited about Jewish thought and the application of our shared ancient scriptures to 
our everyday lives. 

ANDREW BRANDEL, PhD  Andrew is a cultural anthropologist and faculty 
member on the Committee in Degrees in Social Studies at Harvard University, an 
interdisciplinary honors program in the social sciences. Andrew holds a BA, MA, and 
PhD all in anthropology from The Johns Hopkins University and from 2016-2017 was 
a fellow of the Institute for Human Sciences, a European institute for advanced study 
in Vienna. In addition to numerous scholarly articles, encyclopedia entries, and public 
writings, he is the author of the forthcoming book A World of Ciphers: Literature 
and Migration in Global Berlin (2022) and the co-editor most recently of Living with 
Concepts: Anthropology in the Grip of Reality (2021). He lives in Brookline with his 
wife, Temple Aliyah’s Director of Congregational Learning, Kayla Reisman. 

DAVID EISENBERG  Originally from Washington, DC, David is mostly known to 
Temple Aliyah members for his role in our annual Yom Kippur Israel Appeal, or as the 
husband of Fran Caplan and the father of Adam, Benji, Sara and Josh Eisenberg. He is 
passionate about “pedaling for a purpose” and has been an annual participant in the 
Pan-Mass Challenge since 2002. David is also vice chair of the Israel Ride, an annual 
bike ride from Jerusalem to Eilat, in support of the cross-border peacebuilding and 
environmental leadership work of the Arava Institute for Environmental Studies. He 
sits on the New England Board of Jewish National Fund USA and has been captain 
of Team JNF for the Israel Ride since 2007. His most memorable moments at Temple 
Aliyah have been sharing in the B’nei Mitzvah of each of his children, playing a role in 
the leadership of the campaign (30 years ago) to build our building, and only 40 years 
late, having the opportunity to become a Bar Mitzvah in our sanctuary. Professionally, 
David has spent his career managing investments and is currently a Managing 
Director & Chief Investment Officer at Cambridge Associates.
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ETHAN FENER Ethan and his wife Sharon joined Temple Aliyah in 1992 
shortly after moving to Needham with Victoria and Naomi, then ages 6 and 4. 
Ethan became a member of the Temple Aliyah School Committee and later served 
as its chair. He also served as the Technology Committee chairperson for many 
years and is now a ComingUp@Aliyah editor and Minyan Team captain. He also 
was elected to be a member of Needham Town Meeting, a position he held for 8 
years. Professionally, Ethan has spent much of his working life in healthcare delivery 
organizations, serving in various strategic operational and information technology 
roles. In 2009, Ethan completed a two-year engagement in Dubai where he served 
as the Chief Information Officer at Dubai Healthcare City and lead several health 
information system initiatives under the aegis of Harvard Medical School.

CANTOR JAMIE GLOTH Cantor Gloth joined Temple Aliyah five years ago, 
having served as a cantor in synagogues in New Jersey, California, Ohio and New 
York. Growing up in Akron, Ohio, where he began his singing career at a young age 
in his synagogue’s Junior Choir, Cantor Gloth earned his BA at the University of 
Cincinnati and a Master of Sacred Music and Ordination as Hazzan from the 
H.L. Miller Cantorial School and College of Jewish Music at the Jewish Theological 
Seminary. Married to Bina Carr, they are the proud parents of three sons and a 
daughter. Cantor Gloth is always busy teaching, leading the congregation in prayer, 
or rooting for his Cleveland sports teams, but he is always ready for a rousing game 
or two of Mah Jongg.

RABBI TOM GUTHERZ  A native of Cleveland, Ohio, Rabbi Gutherz was 
ordained in 1993 by the Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion (NY) 
and received a Doctor of Divinity (honoris causa) in 2019. Rabbi Gutherz has over 
40 years of experience in formal and informal Jewish education, including as Camp 
Director for Camp Naaleh and Machaneh Bonim, and as National Secretary of the 
Habonim youth movement. He was a member of Kibbutz Gezer in Israel from 1984-
1989 where he worked in preschool and primary school education and as a dairy 
farmer. He served as Rabbi of Agudath Sholom Congregation in Lynchburg, Virginia 
for twelve years, where he was active in diversity education through the Metrotown 
program of the NCCJ (National Conference of Christians and Jews) and served on 
the Board of the Lynchburg Neighborhood Development Foundation. Since 2005, 
Rabbi Gutherz has served Congregation Beth Israel in Charlottesville, Virginia, 
first as Rabbi Educator and now as its Senior Rabbi. He is engaged in interfaith 
and social action work through the Charlottesville Clergy Collective and IMPACT. 
Rabbi Gutherz was honored by Truah in 2018 for his leadership during the events 
surrounding the alt-right’s deadly rally in Charlottesville the previous year. 
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LUCY KISSEL, JD   Lucy Kissel is an assistant public defender in Rhode 
Island and was previously an attorney at the Louisiana Capital Assistance Center, 
a non-profit law office that provides representation to people facing the death 
penalty. Lucy earned a J.D. from New York University School of Law and a B.A. from 
Brown University. During her time at NYU Law, Lucy participated in clinics with the 
NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund and the ACLU, and interned with the 
Neighborhood Defender Service of Harlem, the Southern Center for Human Rights, 
and Texas Defender Service. On campus, she served as a director of the Prisoner 
Rights and Education Project and as a research assistant with the Center for Research 
in Crime and Justice. Lucy is the daughter-in-law of members Stu and Sara Altman.

CAROL LAIBSON, LICSW  Carol is the clinical manager of Schechter 
Holocaust Services, a program of Jewish Family & Children’s Service of Greater 
Boston. An expert in the field of gerontology, her work of the past 30 years has 
focused on mental health, dementia, and trauma among older adults. As the 
daughter of a Holocaust Survivor, her personal experience, combined with her 
professional qualifications, bring a unique perspective to her mission of empowering 
Holocaust Survivors to age with dignity. Carol is a frequently requested speaker, 
with a particular interest in the impact of past trauma on Holocaust survivors, their 
friends, family, and community. She provides consultation and coaching about 
the complexities of providing person centered trauma informed care with family 
members, care providers, social workers, and medical professionals.

FRED LEDLEY  Fred trained as a pediatrician, but his career has taken him into 
basic biomedical research, scientific and executive roles in the biotechnology industry, 
and, most recently, to Bentley University where he is a Professor of Natural & Applied 
Science and Management. At Bentley, Fred directs a research center focused on 
strategy and policies aimed at more efficiently translating scientific advances for public 
value. He is the author of a novel (Sputnik’s Child), plays clarinet in Shpilkes Klezmer 
Band, and enjoys concerts, art museums, hiking, and adventure travel. He and his family 
returned to New England, moving to Needham 25 years ago and became members 
after finding a welcoming community at the Temple on a rainy Shabbat morning. 
Fred and Tamara have been married for 45 years and have two grown daughters.

MEIRA LEVINSON, PhD  Professor Levinson is a normative political 
philosopher who works at the intersection of civic education, youth empowerment, 
racial justice, and educational ethics. She is currently working to start a global field 
of educational ethics, modeled in some ways after bioethics, that is philosophically 
rigorous, disciplinarily and experientially inclusive, and both relevant to and 
informed by educational policy and practice. A recipient of many awards, Levinson’s 
work in this area has been supported by a Guggenheim Fellowship, among many 
other prestigious foundations. Levinson has published widely and most recently 
has focused on expanding educational ethics to address the multitude of ethical 
challenges posed by school closures, remote schooling, and uncertain re-openings.  
A Professor of Education at Harvard University, Levinson earned a B.A. in philosophy 
from Yale and a D.Phil. in politics from Nuffield College, Oxford University.
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JENNY LIPMAN, MD  Jenny and her husband Marty joined Temple Aliyah in 
1993 and have been actively involved ever since. Early on, Jenny was part of an 
adult Bar/Bat Mitzvah class and became a Bat Mitzvah in 2000 at Temple Aliyah. 
Professionally, Jenny is a Diplomate of the American Board of Pathology and is 
Certified in Anatomic and Clinical Pathology as well as in Forensic Pathology.  
From 1997 through 2003, Jenny served a Medical Examiner for the Commonwealth  
of Massachusetts. Currently she is a Pathologist at the Beverly Hospital on the  
North Shore.

NAOMI LITROWNIK, LICSW  For many years, Naomi Litrownik has brought 
her professional talents to enhance our spiritual life at Temple Aliyah. Naomi has 
been a practicing psychotherapist for more than four decades. In addition to her 
clinical practice, she is a Behavioral Health Consultant, an EMDR psychotherapist, 
and a Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction Teacher. She also trained at the Institute 
for Jewish Spirituality. A Temple Aliyah member for many years, Naomi attends 
services regularly, and is a frequent Torah and Haftarah chanter.

KATRINA MARTYN, MA  Katrina is a school counselor at Needham High 
School and will be wrapping up her fourth year in this role at the end of June 2021. 
Katrina earned a Bachelor of Arts degree in Public Health from the University of 
Massachusetts Amherst, and a Master of Arts in Counseling Psychology from 
Boston College. She began her School Counseling career at Needham High in 2016, 
then took a short break from this position during the 2019-2020 school year in 
Southern California, where she worked at the college level, offering counseling and 
academic support to students with disabilities and learning differences. This work 
was amazing and the weather was perfect, but ultimately, she returned to Needham 
High School and is here to stay. 

IZZY NICKEL  Izzy is the External Affairs Manager at Our Generation Speaks. She 
joined the team in 2018 during her senior year at Brandeis University and continued as 
a permanent staff member. Previously, she was a Congressional Intern with US Speaker 
Nancy Pelosi’s San Francisco office. She also worked with international solicitors and 
humanitarians while working and studying at The Hague, The Netherlands. Izzy and 
her family have been members of Temple Aliyah for three years. She holds a bachelor’s 
degree in International Global Studies and Sociology from Brandeis University with 
a special focus in conflict resolution, and will begin a master's degree in Law and 
Diplomacy at Tufts University's Fletcher School in Fall 2022.

RABBI CARL M. PERKINS  Rabbi Perkins, has been Temple Aliyah’s spiritual 
leader for 31 years. He was ordained and awarded a master’s degree in Talmud and 
Rabbinics from The Jewish Theological Seminary of America. Before pursuing the 
rabbinate, he practiced law for several years in Boston. Rabbi Perkins teaches and 
lectures widely in the Boston area and beyond and is currently an adjunct instructor 
at the Hebrew College Rabbinical School. He is the author of the revised edition 
of Embracing Judaism and also of many articles and sermons published in various 
journals, and responsa published on the Jewish Values Online website.
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KAYLA REISMAN, MA, MBA  Kayla returns to Temple Aliyah for her second 
year as the Director of Congregational Learning and Engagement. With an unusual 
start to her first year, Mercaz Aliyah successfully ran on a hybrid model with 
students meeting in person each Sunday and virtually on Mondays and Thursdays. 
Kayla and the entire Mercaz team are looking forward to full in person learning 
this school year!  Kayla works closely with the Adult Education Committee and on 
community holiday-based education. Previously, Kayla served as Temple Aliyah’s 
Director of Youth and Teen Engagement while completing her master’s degree 
in Jewish Professional Leadership and Business Administration at the Hornstein 
Program at Brandeis University. Kayla and her husband Andrew live in Brookline. 

JOAN ROTH  Joan is an internationally recognized photographer and American 
social documentarian based in New York. Her powerful photographic portraits 
taken over many decades portray diverse subjects including homeless women, the 
National Women’s Political Caucus (NWPC) and most famously, Jewish women in 
the disappearing communities of Ethiopia, Morocco, Bukhara, Yemen, and India, to 
name a few. Through Joan’s photographs we come to know these women intimately 
– in their homes, caring for their children and performing Jewish rituals. Joan’s 
photographs have been displayed throughout the U.S. and Israel. In 1995, her coffee 
table book, Jewish Women: A World of Tradition and Change was published to great 
acclaim and included a forward by Gloria Steinem: “Joan Roth has looked at the 
Jewish world as if women mattered – and therefore as if everyone mattered. Across 
all boundaries of geography and language, there is not only a common world of belief, 
but also a common world of women. We see into its intimacy through her eyes.”

GERALD C. ROVNER, JD  Admitted to the Massachusetts Bar in 1967, 
Gerry has extensive and wide-ranging expertise in the practice of immigration and 
nationality law. He has spent his career providing representation, guidance, and 
advice to a wide range of clients concerning immigrant and non-immigrant visas in 
business, student, and family related matters, as well as naturalization and consular 
issues. Among his many leadership positions in the field of immigration, he is past 
chair of the New England Chapter of the American Immigration Lawyers Association 
(AILA), and served as a member of the Massachusetts Governor’s Advisory 
Council on Immigrants and Refugees. He is a Life Fellow of the Massachusetts 
Bar Foundation and lectures frequently on immigration law. In 2000, he was 
awarded the President’s Citation by AILA. In August 2017, Gerry was given the 
honor of delivering the welcome speech to 401 new United States citizens at the 
Naturalization Ceremony held in Faneuil Hall. Gerry is a past president of Temple 
Aliyah Men’s Club and he and his wife Miriam are longtime members.

RABBI JEFFREY SAKS Rabbi Saks is the Director of Research at Jerusalem’s 
Agnon House, and the series editor of the S.Y. Agnon Library at Toby Press. Editor 
of the journal TRADITION, he is the founding director of ATID (the Academy 
for Torah Initiatives and Directions in Jewish Education) in Jerusalem and its 
Webyeshiva.org program. Saks is currently a Senior Fellow at Yeshiva University’s 
Center for Israel Studies.
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SARA SHINE, LICSW Sara is a clinical social worker who received her MSW 
from Simmons College in Boston, MA. Sara has been Director of Youth and Family 
Services for the town of Needham for about 3 years and prior to this worked at 
a non-profit organization which provided inpatient, residential, and outpatient 
services. She has years of experience working with youth, adults, and families 
with significant trauma, anxiety, depression, attachment disorders, ADHD, mood 
dysregulation, psychosis and other mental health challenges. In addition, Sara has 
volunteered extensively as a member of the American Red Cross Disaster Action 
Team. She is an instructor at Needham’s Youth Mental Health First Aid. She hopes 
that this class will help adults respond to youth with mental health difficulties. She 
believes that providing support aimed to help youth thrive will lead to an even 
stronger community. 

JANE WABER  Jane (they/them), 11 years old, believes that being autistic is 
just a way of being different. They are interested in coding, botany, social studies, 
and video game history.

REBECCA WABER Rebecca was born on Long Island, New York, to an 
extended family that had stayed close to the New York City area since arriving in 
America in the early 1900s. When she was 13, Rebecca and her immediate family 
moved from New York to a suburb of Indianapolis, where for the first time she 
experienced living as a member of a cultural and religious minority. When Rebecca 
was 16, she met her future husband on a BBYO trip to Israel and chose to attend 
Tufts University so that she and he could live in the same city. Rebecca holds a B.S. 
from Tufts, studying biology and psychology, and holds an MS in Media Arts and 
Sciences in Behavioral Economics from MIT. Her professional interest lies in the 
science of decision making, which has segued into a career in product innovation. 
Rebecca currently works at CVS as the Senior Director of Strategy and Innovation, 
Commercial Health Insurance. A Temple Aliyah member for over five years, 
Rebecca resides in Needham with her husband and two children. She is active in 
neurodiversity advocacy and local politics. 

RABBI JOSH WARSHAWSKY Rabbi Warshawsky is a nationally touring 
Jewish musician, song leader, and composer. Josh seeks to build intentional praying 
communities, and travels to synagogues, camps, and schools across the country 
sharing his music and teachings on prayer. He has released three albums of Jewish 
music, with a fourth on the way in Fall 2021. Josh composes melodies to open up 
new possibilities for understanding the deep meaning of the words of our tradition. 
Originally from Chicago, Josh was ordained at the Ziegler School of Rabbinic 
Studies in Los Angeles. For more information, check out www.joshwarshawsky.com.
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SEPTEMBER

Shabbat, September 4
Following Shabbat Services

Pirkei Avot (Ethics of Our Ancestors)  
with Rabbi Perkins

Second Day of Rosh Hashanah  
Wednesday, September 8
8:15 to 9 am

A High Holiday Meditation Service
Second Day of Rosh Hashanah, with Naomi Litrownik

Shabbat, September 11
Following Shabbat Services

Pirkei Avot (Ethics of Our Ancestors)  
with Rabbi Perkins

Monday, September 13
8 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a Page  
of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins

Monday, September 13
7:15 to 9 pm

Rosh Chodesh Women’s Study Group

Yom Kippur
Thursday, September 16
3:30 to 4:30 p.m.

The Vidui: High Holiday Confessional Prayers  
with David Bernat

Monday, September 20
8 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a Page  
of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins

Shabbat, September 25
Following Shabbat Services

Kiddush Conversation: The Temple Theme – 
Hashivenu V’Nashuva: Return Us, and We Will Return 
with Kayla Reisman

OCTOBER

Friday, October 1
12 to 1 pm – via Zoom only

Torah on Two Feet: Parashat Ha-Shavuah  
with Eitan Bloostein

Shabbat, October 2
9 to 10 am

Shabbat Meditation 
with Naomi Litrownik

Shabbat, October 2
Following Shabbat Services

Pirkei Avot (Ethics of Our Ancestors)  
with Rabbi Perkins

Sunday, October 3
7 to 9 pm

Israeli Move Night

Monday, October 4
8 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a Page  
of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins

Monday, October 4
7:15 to 9 pm 

Rosh Chodesh Women’s Study Group

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
October 5, 6 and 7  
12 to 1:30 p.m. – via Zoom only

Arabic as a Cultural Bridge: Getting to Know  
Arab-Israeli Citizens – A Class About Israeli Society 
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Shabbat, October 9  
Following Shabbat Services

Pirkei Avot (Ethics of Our Ancestors)  
with Rabbi Perkins

Monday, October 11  
8 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a Page  
of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins

Tuesday, October 12  
7:45 to 9:15 pm

The Rabbi’s Adult Ed Class - The Foundations  
of Judaism, with Rabbi Perkins

Thursday, October 14  
10:30 to 11:45 am

The Rabbi’s Adult Ed Class - The Foundations  
of Judaism, with Rabbi Perkins

Shabbat, October 16  
Following Shabbat Services

Pirkei Avot (Ethics of Our Ancestors)  
with Rabbi Perkins

Sunday, October 17  
10 to 11:30 am

Hashivenu: The Roots, History, and Conceptual 
Framework of Modern Zionism, Part 1: Zionism 101 
with David Bernat, PhD.

Sunday, October 17  
7 to 8:30 pm

Helping Our Teens Get Back on Track Post-Covid

Monday, October 18  
8 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a Page  
of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins

Tuesday, October 19  
7:45 to 9:15 pm

The Rabbi’s Adult Ed Class - The Foundations  
of Judaism, with Rabbi Perkins

Wednesday, October 20
7:45 to 9 pm

Sisterhood Book Club

Thursday, October 21  
10:30 to 11:45 am

The Rabbi’s Adult Ed Class - The Foundations  
of Judaism, with Rabbi Perkins

Thursday, October 21  
7:45 to 9:15 pm

Dilemmas of Educational Ethics: An Interactive Case 
Study Discussion, with Meira Levinson, PhD

Shabbat, October 23  
Following Shabbat Services

Kiddush Conversation:  At the Intersection of Science 
and Spirituality, with Fred Ledley

Monday, October 25  
8 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a Page  
of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins

Tuesday, October 26 
7:45 to 9:15 pm

The Rabbi’s Adult Ed Class - The Foundations  
of Judaism, with Rabbi Perkins

Thursday, October 28  
10:30 to 11:45 am

The Rabbi’s Adult Ed Class - The Foundations  
of Judaism, with Rabbi Perkins

Shabbat, October 30  
Following Shabbat Services

Pirkei Avot (Ethics of Our Ancestors)  
with Rabbi Perkins
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NOVEMBER

Monday, November 1  
8 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a Page  
of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins

Monday, November 1  
7:15 to 9 pm 

Rosh Chodesh Women’s Study Group

Tuesday, November 2  
7:45 to 9:15 pm

The Rabbi’s Adult Ed Class - The Foundations  
of Judaism, with Rabbi Perkins

Thursday, November 4  
10:30 to 11:45 am

The Rabbi’s Adult Ed Class - The Foundations  
of Judaism, with Rabbi Perkins

Friday, November 5  
12 to 1 pm – via Zoom only

Torah on Two Feet: Parashat Ha-Shavuah 
with Eitan Bloostein

Shabbat, November 6  
9:00 to 10:00 am

Shabbat Meditation  
with Naomi Litrownik

Shabbat, November 6  
Following Shabbat Services

Pirkei Avot (Ethics of Our Ancestors)  
with Rabbi Perkins

Sunday, November 7  
7:00 to 8:30 pm

Charlottesville 2017 – Confronting Hatred  
with Rabbis Gutherz and Perkins

Monday, November 8  
8 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a Page  
of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins

Tuesday, November 9  
7:45 to 9:15 pm

The Rabbi’s Adult Ed Class - The Foundations  
of Judaism, with Rabbi Perkins

Wednesday, November 10  
7:45 to 9 pm – via Zoom only

Joan Roth, Photographer of Women in Disappearing 
Jewish Communities Around the World

Shabbat, November 13  
Immediately after services

Pirkei Avot (Ethics of Our Ancestors)  
with Rabbi Perkins

Sunday, November 14  
10 to 11:30 am

Hashivenu: The Roots, History, and Conceptual 
Framework of Modern Zionism, Part 2: Zionism 101 
with David Bernat, PhD.

Monday, November 15  
8 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a Page  
of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins

Tuesday, November 16  
7:45 to 9:15 pm

The Rabbi’s Adult Ed Class - The Foundations  
of Judaism, with Rabbi Perkins

Thursday, November 18  
10:30 to 11:45 am

The Rabbi’s Adult Ed Class - The Foundations  
of Judaism, with Rabbi Perkins

Friday, November 19  
12 to 1 pm – via Zoom only

Torah on Two Feet: Parashat Ha-Shavuah  
with Eitan Bloostein
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Sunday, November 21  
10 to 11:30 am  

Helping Kids Cope with Cancer (In Israel):   
Jeremy’s Circle

Monday, November 22  
8 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a Page  
of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins

Tuesday, November 23  
7:45 to 9:15 pm

The Rabbi’s Adult Ed Class - The Foundations of 
Judaism, with Rabbi Perkins

Shabbat, November 27  
Following Shabbat Services

Pirkei Avot (Ethics of Our Ancestors)  
with Rabbi Perkins

DECEMBER

Wednesday, December 1  
7:45 to 9 pm

Sisterhood Book Club

Friday, December 3  
12 to 1 pm – via Zoom only

Torah on Two Feet: Parashat Ha-Shavuah  
with Eitan Bloostein

Shabbat, December 4  
9:00 to 10:00 am

Shabbat Meditation 
with Naomi Litrownik

Shabbat, December 4  
Following Shabbat Services

Pirkei Avot (Ethics of Our Ancestors)  
with Rabbi Perkins

Monday, December 6  
7:15 to 9 pm 

Rosh Chodesh Women’s Study Group

Tuesday, December 7  
7:45 to 9:15 pm

“The Times They Are A-Changin”…Trends and  
Innovations in Jewish Music – Part 1, with Cantor Gloth

Sunday, December 12  
3:30 to 5 pm

Cook and Kibbitz!

Tuesday, December 14  
7:45 to 9:15 pm

“The Times They Are A-Changin”…Trends and 
Innovations in Jewish Music – Part 2, with Cantor Gloth

Shabbat, December 18  
Following Shabbat Services

Kiddush Conversation: What’s a Nice Jewish Boy 
Doing in a Place Like This? with Ethan Fener

Sunday, December 19  
7 to 9 pm

Israeli Movie Night

Monday, December 20   
8:00 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a Page  
of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins

Shabbat, December 25   
Following Shabbat Services

Pirkei Avot (Ethics of Our Ancestors)  
with Rabbi Perkins

Mondays, December 27  
8 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a Page  
of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins
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JANUARY

Shabbat, January 1   
Following Shabbat Services

Pirkei Avot (Ethics of Our Ancestors)  
with Rabbi Perkins

Monday, January 3  
8:00 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a Page  
of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins

Monday, January 3  
7:15 to 9 pm 

Rosh Chodesh Women’s Study Group

Shabbat, January 8  
9 to 10 am

Shabbat Meditation 
with Naomi Litrownik

Shabbat, January 8   
Following Shabbat Services

Pirkei Avot (Ethics of Our Ancestors)  
with Rabbi Perkins

Sunday, January 9  
3:30 to 5 pm

Cook and Kibbitz!

Sunday, January 9  
7 to 8:30 pm

A Congregant’s Journey: Neurodiversity Appreciation; 
Perspectives from a Mom, a Tween, and Young Adult 
with Rebecca and Jane Waber and Reuben Baron

Monday, January 10 
8 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a Page  
of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins

Shabbat, January 15  
Following Shabbat Services

Kiddush Conversation: To the Midwest and Back Again 
with Rebecca Waber

Sunday, January 16  
10 to 11:30 am

Healing Children Through Love:  A Talk By a Dedicated 
Volunteer at The Ahava Village For Children and Youth 
with Raanan Gal

Friday, January 21  
12 to 1 pm – via Zoom only

Torah on Two Feet: Parashat Ha-Shavuah  
with Eitan Bloostein

Shabbat, January 22  
Following Shabbat Services

Pirkei Avot (Ethics of Our Ancestors)  
with Rabbi Perkins

Sunday, January 30  
10 to 11:30 am

The Death Penalty in the United States  
with Lucy Kissel, JD

Monday, January 31  
8 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a  
Page of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins
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FEBRUARY

Friday, February 4  
12 noon to 12:45 pm (Zoom only)

Lunchtime Learning: Torah on Two Feet 
with Eitan Bloostein.

Shabbat, February 4 and 5  
and Sunday, February 6

Temple Aliyah Shabbaton  
with Guest Scholar Rabbi Josh Warshawsky 

Shabbat, February 5  
9 to 10 am

Shabbat Meditation 
with Naomi Litrownik

Monday, February 7  
7:15 to 9 pm 

Rosh Chodesh Women’s Study Group

Wednesday, February 9  
7:45 to 9 pm

Sisterhood Book Club

Thursday, February 10  
7:45 to 9:00 pm (Zoom only)

The Spirituality of Laughter  
with Rabbi Rob Alper

Shabbat, February 12  
8:30 to noon

Sisterhood Shabbat

Shabbat, February 12  
Following Shabbat Services

Pirkei Avot (Ethics of Our Ancestors)  
with Rabbi Perkins

Sunday, February 13   
10 to 11:30 am - via Zoom only

Shtisel: A Dialog in Jewish and World Culture  
with Rabbi Jeffrey Saks

Sunday, February 13  
3:30 to 5 pm

Cook and Kibbitz!

Sunday, February 13  
7 to 9 pm

Israeli Movie Night

Monday, February 14  
8 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a Page  
of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins

Wednesday, February 16 
7:45 to 9:15 pm

Wine Gladdens the Heart: A Tasting and Educational 
Journey, with David Bernat

Shabbat, February 19  
Following Shabbat Services

Pirkei Avot (Ethics of Our Ancestors)  
with Rabbi Perkins

Sunday, February 20   
10 to 11:30 am - via Zoom only

Shtisel: A Dialog in Jewish and World Culture  
with Rabbi Jeffrey Saks

Monday, February 21  
8 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a Page  
of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins

Shabbat, February 26  
Following Shabbat Services

Kiddush Conversation: An Emotional Career  
with Jenny Lipman

Sunday, February 27  
10 to 11:30 am

Return of the Dybbuk: How a Revolutionary Jew  
Popularized Yiddish Folk Stories  
with Andrew Brandel, PhD

Monday, February 28  
8 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a Page  
of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins
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MARCH

Friday, March 4  
12 to 1 pm – via Zoom only

Torah on Two Feet: Parashat Ha-Shavuah 
with Eitan Bloostein

Shabbat, March 5  
9 to 10 am

Shabbat Meditation 
with Naomi Litrownik

Shabbat, March 5  
Following Shabbat Services

Pirkei Avot (Ethics of Our Ancestors)  
with Rabbi Perkins

Sunday, March 6 
10 to 11:30 am

So, What is an FIDF Impact Scholar Anyway?  

Monday, March 7 
8:00 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a Page  
of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins

Monday, March 7 
7:15 to 9 pm 

Rosh Chodesh Women’s Study Group

Shabbat, March 12 
Following Shabbat Services

Kiddush Conversation: Building a More Peaceful Future 
in the Israeli-Palestinian Region, Innovative Approaches 
with Izzy Nickel

Monday, March 14
 8:00 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a Page  
of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins

Shabbat, March 19 
Following Shabbat Services

Pirkei Avot (Ethics of Our Ancestors)  
with Rabbi Perkins

Sunday, March 20 
11 am to 1 pm

Sisterhood Torah Fund Brunch

Monday, March 21 
8:00 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a Page  
of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins

Friday, March 25 
12 to 1 pm – via Zoom only

Torah on Two Feet: Parashat Ha-Shavuah  
with Eitan Bloostein

Shabbat, March 26  
Following Shabbat Services

Pirkei Avot (Ethics of Our Ancestors)  
with Rabbi Perkins

Sunday, March 27  
2 to 3:30 pm

A Tutorial On How To Become A Hit At Cocktail Parties:  
Immigration Fact or Fiction, with Jerry Rovner

Monday, March 28  
8 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a Page  
of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins
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APRIL

Shabbat, April 2  
9 to 10 am

Shabbat Meditation 
with Naomi Litrownik

Shabbat, April 2 
Following Shabbat Services

Pirkei Avot (Ethics of Our Ancestors)  
with Rabbi Perkins

Sunday, April 3 
7 to 8:30 pm

Intergenerational Transmission of Trauma:  
The Holocaust and its Psychological Impact 
on Subsequent Generations, 
with Carol Laibson, LICSW

Monday, April 4  
8 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a Page  
of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins

Monday, April 4  
7:15 to 9 pm 

Rosh Chodesh Women’s Study Group

Friday, April 8  
12 to 1 pm – via Zoom only

Torah on Two Feet: Parashat Ha-Shavuah  
with Eitan Bloostein

Shabbat, April 9  
Following Shabbat Services

Pirkei Avot (Ethics of Our Ancestors)  
with Rabbi Perkins

Sunday, April 10   
10 to 11:30 am

An Orthodox Female F-16 Pilots’ Journey 
(Documentary)

Monday, April 11  
8 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a Page  
of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins

Shabbat, April 16  
Following Shabbat Services

Pirkei Avot (Ethics of Our Ancestors)  
with Rabbi Perkins

Monday, April 18  
8 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a Page  
of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins

Shabbat, April 23  
Following Shabbat Services

Pirkei Avot (Ethics of Our Ancestors)  
with Rabbi Perkins

Sunday, April 24  
7 to 9 pm

Israeli Movie Night

Monday, April 25  
8 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a Page  
of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins

Wednesday, April 27  
7:45 to 9 pm

Sisterhood Book Club
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MAY

Monday, May 2  
7:15 to 9 pm 

Rosh Chodesh Women’s Study Group

Tuesday, May 3  
7:45 to 9:15 pm

“The Times They Are A-Changin”…Innovations and 
Influencers in Jewish Music – Part 1, with Cantor Gloth

Shabbat, May 7  
9:00 to 10:00 am

Shabbat Meditation 
with Naomi Litrownik

Monday, May 9 
8 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a Page  
of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins

Tuesday, May 10  
7:45 to 9:15 pm

“The Times They Are A-Changin” …Innovations and 
Influencers in Jewish Music – Part 2, with Cantor Gloth

Friday, May 13  
12 to 1 pm – via Zoom only

Torah on Two Feet: Parashat Ha-Shavuah  
with Eitan Bloostein

Shabbat, May 14 
Following Shabbat Services

Pirkei Avot (Ethics of Our Ancestors)  
with Rabbi Perkins

Monday, May 16  
8 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a Page  
of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins

Shabbat, May 21  
Following Shabbat Services

Pirkei Avot (Ethics of Our Ancestors)  
with Rabbi Perkins

Sunday, May 22  
10 to 11:30 am

On the Path to Tomorrow

Monday, May 23  
8 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a Page  
of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins

Shabbat, May 28  
Following Shabbat Services

Kiddush Conversation: My Zionist Journey –  
1967 to the Present, with David Eisenberg

JUNE

Shabbat, June 4  
9:00 to 10:00 am

Shabbat Meditation 
with Naomi Litrownik

Shabbat, June 4  
Following Shabbat Services

Pirkei Avot (Ethics of Our Ancestors)  
with Rabbi Perkins

Shabbat, June 11  
Following Shabbat Services

Pirkei Avot (Ethics of Our Ancestors)  
with Rabbi Perkins

Monday, June 13  
8 to 8:45 am

A Taste of Daf Yomi – the Daily Study of a  
Page of Talmud, with Rabbi Perkins

Monday, June 13  
7:15 to 9 pm 

Rosh Chodesh Women’s Study Group

Shabbat, June 18  
Following Shabbat Services

Kiddush Conversation: Maimonides' Perplexity and Ours, 
with Rabbi William Kaufman
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